Breakin’

BAD
It appears most Taranaki surfers want all-year water quality testing at the
province’s famous surf breaks to alert them to the dangers of pollution.
That’s the key finding of a Live Magazine poll, in which 90 percent of
respondents say they would like the Taranaki Regional Council to
monitor the sea regularly at breaks used year-round by board-riders.
Most say they go out whenever surf conditions are good - except for one
condition: the actual state of the water. More than three-quarters use surf
breaks when the sea is discoloured.
Nearly 50 described evidence of pollution at surf breaks, much of it
apparently coming from rivers and farm runoff.
Almost all of the 86 named people who responded to the 39-question poll
say they take in seawater through their mouths, noses and ears, and 60
percent reckon they may have got sick from the sea (some of them
numerous times).
Some were told by a doctor or the hospital their illness was possibly
connected to poor water quality, although there was no way of knowing
for certain.
In the second part of Live’s investigation into water pollution, the poll
results are presented, government and TRC practices and policy
examined, and new options for 24/7 water testing explored.
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ew, if any, of the surf-break users who did the Live survey are experts in water
quality – but that doesn’t stop most being concerned about what they
experience off Taranaki’s coastline.

Asked if they had seen pollution at surf breaks, nearly 50 people described discoloured
water, offensive smells, dairy cow effluent, fuel and oil slicks, algae, what looked like
raw sewage, stormwater runoff, slimy threads, “floaties”, discoloured froth, detergent
slicks, fatty film, rubbish…and plastic, plastic everywhere.
Here’s what some said:
The whole surf highway coast is polluted after heavy rain and stream runoff.
Discoloured water, crap in water.
Dark-coloured, smelly water discharged from stream at Paora Rd.
The water had a slimy silty texture on my board and it smelt like cow poo.
Smell cow shit often and algae blooms.
Crystal clear day at Mangahume (south of Opunake) and what appeared to be
cowshit-looking floaties broken up. Got South Taranaki District Council down to
check the river. Sure enough, there had been a farmer up the road who had crossed
his stock across the river, so pollution quite likely came from that.
Discolouration of water, floating green/browning algae, sewage items - toilet paper,
tampons, and veterinary/farming gloves and syringes, and plastic flotsam.
Fitzroy, Back Beach, everywhere pretty much. Rubbish, cow shit and smelly water.
Weld Road often brown after a storm.
Belt Road has always felt like you’re surfing in fuel from the boats.
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Stent Road (Backdoor) – brown, discoloured foam coming down the stream into
the sea.
Discoloured foam mainly at Waizys (Waiwhakaiho).
Run off from farms.
Sea will have a distinctive smell and a detergent film in the water.
Dark brown discoloured water. At places where river run off has collected farm and
urban waste.
Foam and slimy threads in the water.
East End - floaties and lots of birds.
Plastic bags, cans in the sea and shore-break, nappy.
Belt Rd....occasional oil slicks from port.
Yellow slime on my surfboard.
The smell of effluent; brown oily foam and oily film on the water; rubbish from rivers,
etc.
Can tell by the lack of sea life near the river mouths, nothing but algae. No kina, no
paua, no sea weed, no nothing...
The whole coast has slimy shit-looking water flowing from every stream river and
creek.
Frothy brown crap floating around out the back at Stent and Rockies. Dead cows
and sheep floating around at Waitara.
Rocky Lefts...I could smell cow shit and there was a shiny film on the water. I was
not happy.
Streams of what appeared to be sewerage drifting into Fitz from the ships off-shore.
Strong smell of dairy effluent.
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Following on from such observations, it’s not surprising that three
out of five of those who answered the survey say they got sick after
being in the water at surf breaks.
A third of respondents – 27 people – said they connected immersion
in the sea with the illness, while a similar number thought maybe
there was a link.
Their symptoms included stomach upsets (including vomiting and
diarrhoea), ear and eye infections, sinus infections, skin rashes and
itching, sore throats, headaches, and cuts that took a long time to
heal.
Their comments included:
Water was discoloured, tasted funny. (I) didn't stay out long, but
immediately got sore throat and eyes, so got out.
Like a cold - felt yuck - blocked ears, runny nose, general sickness.
Ear infection, staph infection, eye infection, gastrointestinal issues.
ulcerated wounds.
Occasional disrupted stomach.
My (surfer) son was tested for streptococcus in his blood, which
came back positive. When I (also a surfer) got the same symptoms
a day or two later, I was also prescribed penicillin for 10 days, but I still felt sick
several weeks later, so I got a test done for strep that came back negative.
Eventually, I felt well again. After surfing, I’ve had ear infections and tummy bugs.
Always after surfing at Waiwhakaiho.
A few times many of us have been sick the following day after being in the water.
The water smells terrible and the salt water vs river water can be smelt when you’re
out surfing near rivers.
Only happened after rain.
Could be coincidental? I’m generally quite healthy.
Highly likely in winter when there's a myriad of dead animals and stormwater drains
running into the sea.
Others also experienced similar symptoms after.
I know the cause - when you get water in your ears it develops into a sore throat
within hours of a surf.
It happened on two occasions years apart - same spot and conditions.

Most of those who got sick did not consult a doctor, which is in line with the
observations of Taranaki’s Medical Officer of Health, Dr Jonathan Jarman. For 16
respondents, however, the illness was serious enough to require the attention of a GP
(13), medical centre (1) or Taranaki Base Hospital’s emergency department (2).
Some 14 were prescribed medicine. Only one reported the consultation resulted in an
official inquiry. Recovery took a few days to a week in most cases, but stretched to
months and even years in some.
On recovery time, one said: “For ears and eyes, usually a week or so. Staph took a bit
longer to heal but IV antibiotics knocked it back and stopped the spread. I was scared I
could lose my foot!” Another: “Varies; one incident required powerful antibiotics and
three weeks off work.”
While most lost little or no work or school time, a few needed weeks off. One said
he/she had a conference to attend, “hence self-medicating from the chemist. I took
paracetamol, nurofen, anti-histamines and nasal spray over the course of the week”.
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Asked how many times this kind of thing had happened, 11 people said only once, but
another 25 said several times.
Their comments included: “Dozens of times”, “More than several, many, and not
always in the ‘Naki”, and “Cuts often get infected and similar for ear infections, even
though I am careful.”
In keeping with overseas research that is now beginning to take a close interest in
health risks to surf users (largely because of the increasing threat from antibioticresistant bugs), Live asked how many people ingest seawater, and how.
Only five said they don’t take water aboard. Most of the others (70 percent) get the
occasional mouthful (four said “many), a third get water up the nose sometimes (a
quarter said often), and many get water in their ears.
Do any take precautions to stop water ingestion? A third said they wear ear plugs and
one in eight wears a hood; but nearly 60 percent don’t use anything.
Two thirds of respondents said they don’t avoid any of Taranaki’s surf breaks, but the
other third (28 people) said they do. Places they steer clear of include Waitara (15
respondents), Waiwhakaiho (9), East End (4), Stent Rd in some conditions, “most
anywhere after heavy rain”, Weld Rd, Arawhata, “those closer to cows”, Fitzroy,
Paora Rd, Ahu Ahu Rd after heavy rain, and between Boulder Bay and Slimy Rocks
(East End).
“Waitara gets really bad,” wrote one. “I've heard Waiwhakaiho does, too. I don't avoid
them as such, but do note the state of the rivers. Paora Rd is particularly bad and quite
often the water is murky due to sediment and run-off even when there's been no rain.”
Do warning signs help? What warning signs? many asked. Only 28 percent said signs
are readily visible (16 percent noted they are often obscured by cars), while 34 people
said the information on signs is inadequate.
One commented: “Didn't have the date of the last test and no explanation of results.
No actual data.” Another: “Signs have no information about the water quality.” And
another: “By the time I saw the sign, conditions had improved. The signs are more
about eating shellfish than water quality.” And: “I've never seen the arrow move on
that sign.”
Threequarters of respondents said they ignore the signs, with 39 percent saying
“often” and 36 percent saying “sometimes”.
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Respondents were asked if in the light of these things, they find themselves more
reluctant to go surfing as they get older? Two thirds said no. A similar number of
young surfers said they go out no matter what the water is like.
Asked if they had been out in dirty water over the past year, more than four out of five
said yes. Nearly a quarter said more than a dozen times, a third said at least that often,
and another quarter said no more than six times. Only 15 of 85 people to answer the
question said never.
Of the people who answered the survey, threequarters are male; 70 percent are from
Taranaki (13 percent from other parts of the country; 18 percent from overseas); most
said surfing, body-boarding and swimming were their favourite water sports; 70
percent had more than 30 years’ experience; and nearly half go out several times a
week and spend between one hour and three in the water.
Nine out of 10 surf all year round, and the same number wants TRC to test surf breaks
for bugs throughout the year. Some 95 percent want all river swimming places tested
during summer.
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aranaki Regional Council was one of the first New Zealand public bodies to
start monitoring water pollution, with early intermittent efforts going back to
the 1970s, and systemised testing beginning in the early 1990s. It tests rivers
all year round and 12 or 13 popular swimming beaches from October to April.
So far as swimmer safety is concerned, one of the council’s self-imposed rules has
been to avoid sampling for about three days after heavy rain and the resulting freshes
and river floods.
While it tests rain-swollen rivers in a separate monitoring regime so it can know how
bad water quality gets on such occasions, in the past its approach was to avoid
prominent publication of bathing risk maps showing rain-induced high bacteria and
virus levels (up to 60,000 or more units – compared with the agreed alert level of only
140). After all, who would be silly enough to swim in such conditions, which the
council has consistently warned against?
It seems obvious from Live’s survey that a lot of people do ignore river flood-related
conditions in the sea, and probably some pursue flotation-aided sports in rivers that are
dirty with rain runoff. (TRC does not appear to have published any surveys about what
water users are experiencing, if a search of its website resources is any indication).
The Ministry for the Environment recognised the surfing trend more than a decade ago
and much to the TRC’s chagrin has insisted the council undertake health safety-related
testing in rivers and at beaches no matter what the weather is doing.
The results from around the country are posted on a website called LAWA1 (Land Air
Water Aotearoa), which is the place Live recommends people go if they want to know
more about what’s happening to water quality.

1

https://www.lawa.org.nz/
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But even with the LAWA site, there’s a major
problem for those concerned about water
ingestion risks inherent in surfing sports –
nobody tests surf breaks.
And even if they did, current methodology has
limited value. It takes a day or two to analyse
water samples for contamination, by which time
surf break users are long gone.
The nearest thing to surf break tests is the
current TRC method of wading out in knee-deep
waves once a week to take samples that are sent
to its lab for analysis.
If something bad shows up in sufficient
A TRC staff member uses a two-metre pole
to sample surf at Fitzroy Beach. TRC Photo
numbers, they put a sign up at a beach
entrance…one or two days later. To overcome
that time lag, the council’s scientists make use of long-term trends in their data base to
decide whether to put permanent signs up at some beaches where pollution is detected
on more or less regular occasions.
But how regular is regular? Most beaches show contamination very rarely, perhaps
once, twice or maybe more each summer. Surf users probably know that by now, and
those who responded to the Live survey tended to feel the long-term signs are
meaningless. As one said: it’s like the roadwork speed limit signs that are left up for
days on end, even when there’s no work going on. Motorists ignore them after a while.
TRC concedes that a separate monitoring system would be needed for surf breaks

Favourite Taranaki surf breaks

Where surfers go to pursue their sports. Others to get
more than a single mention in the Live survey were Weld Rd,
Kumara Patch, Rocky Rights (Paora Rd), Birdsnest and
Puniho Rd.
Few of Taranaki’s 140 recognised surf breaks are near
beaches where Taranaki Regional Council monitors water
safety during summer.
The exceptions are Fitzroy Beach, East End, Waitara River
Bar, Opunake Beach and Oakura Beach.
Some breaks are near river mouths that are tested. Those
include Weld Rd, Waiwhakaiho, and Oakura (although LAWA
notes there is no current data from Oakura River testing).
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because they begin many metres out from the places where samples are taken now.
Another problem is that few beaches or shorelines adjacent to popular surf breaks are
monitored, and then only during summer. Surfers go out year-round.
Beaches that are tested may not be tested regularly, as an examination of the LAWA
site revealed. For example, East End Beach and Oakura Beach opposite one of
Taranaki’s most popular camping grounds where tested on December 4 last year and
then not again in 2017. Which suggests TRC’s claims of weekly testing are inaccurate,
not that that makes much difference in reality, given that water pollution can come and
go hourly.
That highlights yet another issue that makes the TRC’s job exceedingly difficult – the
sporadic nature of pollution these days. As the council points out in its voluminous
publication of water quality data, reports and trends, long gone are the days when
many sources of pollution regularly spewed their contamination – cowshed washings,
milk factory wastes and town sewage – into coastal waters via rivers and direct
pipelines.
There are only four pipes now, including the Hawera outlet that takes Fonterra wastes
and treated sewage from Hawera and Eltham; the New Plymouth sewage treatment
plant outlet off Waiwhakaiho; and the Methanex treated waste outlet off the reefs out
from Waitara East Beach. And dairy farmers are being made to switch to paddock
spraying, away from the pond systems in which they used to semi-treat cowshed
wastes.
That change has not been altogether successful. It’s a good way to return what is
excellent fertiliser to pasture, but heavy rain causes runoff into streams. Surfers also
report many instances of cow manure getting into streams and thence to surf breaks
because of what are presumed to be isolated farm incidents.
That will be frustrating for TRC, given its decades of steady work to encourage
riparian planting and better cow waste disposal methods. A few farmers persist in
ignoring entreaties to resolve waste issues, judging by occasional TRC prosecutions
(fines and costs can run to $50,000 or more) and Live magazine’s own observations.
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Some solace might be taken from the fact TRC is about to finalise its Coastal Plan for
Taranaki, a 110-page legally worded document that has for the past couple of years
been undergoing its first review since 1997.
The community has been consulted via coastal and marine-oriented organisations, as
has the 2010 government coastal policy statement, a document meant to guide
regional councils and others on how they must monitor the marine environment and
write plans and policies that protect.
In Taranaki, a closely related initiative has been TRC’s efforts to preserve surf breaks,
a process that involved a council survey aimed mainly at those into surf sports, but
also photographers and families who go to such places for picnics.
The survey was widely promoted and attracted 338 “valid” responses (it’s not clear if
people had to provide their names, as was done in the Live survey), which guided the
TRC on its choice of 81 surf breaks it will declare regionally significant and worthy of
full protection.
It’s of interest that the survey didn’t ask people to comment on water quality. A
consultant hired by TRC to research similar work elsewhere noted that when
Northland Regional Council did a study of surf breaks it looked at previous research
that identified nine key attributes, including water quality.
It decided to drop water quality, however, because open coast water around Northland
was “generally very good”. The same conclusion was apparently arrived at by TRC.
However, that’s not the case with TRC’s coastal plan – water quality is given due
prominence in many of its clauses. A challenge, though, lies in the fact the plan
applies to what happens within the coastal environment, not on the hinterland where
many of the pollution problems arise.
For the plan to meet the concerns of surf users who responded to the Live survey,
more needs to be done about tidying up the sporadic incidence of agricultural
pollution “accidents”. It’s not clear what can be done about heavy rainfall that will
continue to wash contamination downstream to the surf.
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t the point where Taranaki’s most beleaguered stream,
the Mangati, disappears into a culvert under State
Highway 3 at Bell Block, there’s a vertical white post
with a pipe attached that contains what may be the future of
water sampling.

A

Inside the pipe is something called a YSI EXO2 multiparameter sonde (a French word for electronic probe).
The probe (right) comes from the US, cost $28,000, and can
test for 10 water indicators, including dissolved oxygen,
turbidity (cloudiness), water temperature, conductivity
(salinity), chlorophyll, ammonia, nitrates, chloride and
dissolved organic matter.
But not for E. coli bacteria, a pointer to other nasties (although
the E. coli markers, once thought to be harmless, are now confirmed to include a
dangerous variety).
While the sonde’s obvious advantages include continuous, 24/7 water testing rather than once a week by someone grabbing a sample – and the ability to transmit

The TRC-Civil Defence river level monitoring network. At left is the one at Mangati, which sends water
quality data back to TRC as it is read by the trial sonde in the stream below.
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results wirelessly back to base where someone can look at them on a
computer, it can’t test for human health risks presented by pathogens.
Nobody in the world has cracked that one. Yet.
YSI (it stands for the Yellow Springs Instrument Company, founded
in 1948) says from its base in Ohio it isn’t planning on developing that
type of product “any time soon”.
But somebody in New Zealand is. A company called WAI NZ, based
in Martinborough in the Wairarapa, reckons it’s close to perfecting a
remote, continuous E. coli tester.
It already has portable remote samplers (right) that float in the water
and detect parameters other than bacteria, like pH level, temperature,
conductivity, turbidity, and dissolved oxygen.
Proprietor Grant Muir says he’s been working with scientists at
Callaghan Innovation, Massey University, the Institute of
Environmental Science and Research, and other institutions on an
approach that uses ultrasound and 3-D optics to identify live bacteria,
the “live” being vital to avoid false positives, and false alarms.
It is solar-powered, can be remotely monitored, and at an estimated
$2000 a unit will reduce monitoring costs to a tenth of what agencies
and companies spend now.
He believes the product, part of the company’s Riverwatch range, could be ready in
18 months, although the company needs another half million dollars to see it
through: “The device is a very specialised scientific instrument, so it must undergo
exhaustive testing and calibration prior to final prototype and build.”
It could be a world-first if he achieves it, and would revolutionise water risk
testing, replacing the current, expensive approach of regional council staff
collecting samples by hand once a week and not getting laboratory results for 24 to
48 hours.
Monitoring would happen all the time, and risk analyses would be available to
would-be swimmers and surfers via smart phone, rather than by warning signs and
media publicity, which tend to be quickly out of date for water hazards that can
change quickly.
Muir’s company has received national
acclaim for its work, twice winning the
WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature) NZ
Conservation Innovation Award (in 2016
and 2017).
The conservation innovation awards are
supported by the Tindall Foundation,
Department of Conservation, Callaghan
Innovation, Predator Free 2050 and New
Zealand’s Biological Heritage National
Science Challenge.
Announcing the $25,000 award in
November, New Zealand WWF chief
executive officer Livia Esterhazy said
freshwater is the country’s lifeblood.

Conservation Minister Eugenie Sage (left), Grant Muir and
WWF CEO Livia Esterhazy at the annual WWF awards.
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“From multiple scientific reports and concerning incidences like the 2016
gastroenteritis outbreak of Havelock North, we know that our freshwater is being
polluted and our rivers and lakes are in trouble,” she says.
“This is a crisis that needs a national-level response,
including accurate and timely water monitoring. We
believe that the real-time E. coli sensor will
revolutionise how freshwater can be tested with wider
benefits for ecosystem health.”
Biologist James Muir – co-founder of the company with
his father - says up until now testing for water-borne E.
coli has been time-consuming and often ineffectual.
“Our purpose-built design is a crossover of straight
biology with cutting-edge innovative technology and
the results are instant,” he says.
River levels are already monitored at about 30 sites
throughout Taranaki so TRC and Civil Defence can
watch for pending floods.
Some of that network could be used for remote water
quality sensors like the sonde at Mangati, which is
sending its data back to TRC via the existing wireless
water level warning system.
Seawater could be tested that way, too (providing WAI
NZ can develop a method that analyses enterococci, a
method considered more reliable for seawater).
YSI and other companies sell a range of buoys that float
beyond a surf break line and send back water quality
information.
Bedford says something like that (the idea of testing
surf breaks has been raised by at least one TRC
councillor already) would be needed, since testing from
the water’s edge might not give accurate surf break
readings.
The main obstacles are cost and relevance. TRC already
spends about $2 million a year on water quality
sampling, including the once-a-week tests done over
summer.

A YSI ocean-testing buoy, the kind TRC
would need to monitor surf breaks. Their
suitability for wild open coastlines like
Taranaki’s is not clear.

Some of that would presumably be saved by moving to
the robots, but such a move seems unlikely until the market provides devices that
test reliably for pathogens.
Bedford says the TRC’s general position would be that before it committed to any
new technology it would need to be assured that it has been proven and has been
independently and authoritatively verified in practice as fit for purpose.
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